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ABSTRACT
Arbitrary-shaped text detection is a challenging task due to the com-
plex geometric layouts of texts such as large aspect ratios, various
scales, random rotations and curve shapes. Most state-of-the-art
methods solve this problem from bottom-up perspectives, seek-
ing to model a text instance of complex geometric layouts with
simple local units (e.g., local boxes or pixels) and generate detec-
tions with heuristic post-processings. In this work, we propose an
arbitrary-shaped text detection method, namely TextRay, which
conducts top-down contour-based geometric modeling and geomet-
ric parameter learning within a single-shot anchor-free framework.
The geometric modeling is carried out under polar system with a
bidirectional mapping scheme between shape space and parameter
space, encoding complex geometric layouts into unified represen-
tations. For effective learning of the representations, we design a
central-weighted training strategy and a content loss which builds
propagation paths between geometric encodings and visual con-
tent. TextRay outputs simple polygon detections at one pass with
only one NMS post-processing. Experiments on several benchmark
datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
The code is available at https://github.com/LianaWang/TextRay.
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Figure 1: Demonstration of different global representations.
(a) shows the global representation under Cartesian system:
the three instances are represented with variable-length
points (e.g., 6, 8 and 4 orange dots) with very subjective dis-
tribution. (b) shows the global representation under polar
system: all instances are represented by a set of radiuses of
same number and angular distribution (green rays).
’20), October 12–16, 2020, Seattle, WA, USA.ACM, New York, NY, USA, 9 pages.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, scene text detection has attracted a surge of re-
search interest in computer vision community for its wide-range
applications such as autonomous driving, blind navigation and
scene parsing. The task of scene text detection aims to localize text
areas in natural images. Despite the significant achievements in ob-
ject detection, accurately detecting scene texts remains challenging
due to their unique traits in geometric layouts: large aspect ratios,
various scales, random rotations, and curve shapes.
Different from generic object detection which requires bounding-
box outputs, scene text detection demands explicit contours of text
instances. With this motivation, a lot of efforts have been paid in
seeking effective contour modeling for arbitrary-shaped text rep-
resentation. A typical way adopted in state-of-the-art methods is
to model text instances from local perspectives. These local mod-
eling methods usually decompose a text instance with complex
geometric layout into simple control units. For example, [8, 20]
represent text instances with sequential discs and local boxes, re-
spectively. Segmentation-based methods [30, 31], which model
arbitrary-shaped text instances at pixel level and represent the
contours with the edge of masks, can be seen as an extreme case of
local modeling method.
However, flexible as local modeling methods are, they tend to be
less resistant to noises and dependant on heuristic post-processings
in contour generation due to the homogenous texture within text
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regions. More importantly, they commonly pay less attention to
the global geometric distribution which reflects the integrated lay-
outs of the contours. In current benchmarks, the global layouts of
arbitrary-shaped text contours are represented with adaptive or
fixed number of vertices under Cartesian system, as shown in Fig-
ure 1(a). But the vertices are usually not uniformly distributed and
independent to each other, neglecting the constraints of global geo-
metric layout. Besides, the nonunified representations of adaptive
number of vertices are unsuitable for parameter learning within
unified convolutional neural networks(CNNs). Based on these ob-
servations, we find out that a proper global modeling method which
encodes contour-level geometric information into standardized rep-
resentations is needed to enable unified parameter learning.
So in this paper, we propose an arbitrary-shaped scene text detec-
tion method, namely TextRay, which conducts contour-based global
geometric modeling and end-to-end parameter learning within a
unified framework. Inspired by recent instance segmentation work
ESE-Seg [35], we model the contours under polar system. As il-
lustrated in Figure 1(b), a polar system is constructed at each text
center, then by emitting fixed number of rays from the text centers
according to the same angular distribution and intersecting the
contours, we obtain unified representations for different instances
in the form of sets of radiuses. This unified representation can be
directly regressed with common CNNs, but it does not fully exploit
the intrinsic geometric patterns, for example long patterns and
symmetry properties. To dig up into the geometric patterns lying
in the distribution of radiuses, we abstract a higher level geometric
encoding by fitting the function curve of radiuses with respect to
angles. In this way, the arbitrary-shaped contours are mapped from
complex shape space to unified parameter space, and the unified
fitting parameters (i.e., geometric encodings) intrinsically encodes
the geometric pattern information. In this work, we represent arbi-
trary text contours with unified geometric encodings. To make the
abstract geometric encodings more learnable, we propose a bidirec-
tionally differentiable mapping scheme between shape space and
parameter space to measure the distance of geometric encodings
according to visual content.
In principle, the TextRay is a single-shot, anchor-free, and fully-
convolutional framework that performs joint optimization between
text/non-text classification and geometric encodings regression. It
adopts an end-to-end central-weighted training strategy to effec-
tively deal with long instances which are prevalent in scene texts.
TextRay densely predicts geometric encodings and outputs simple
polygon detections at one pass with only one NMS post-processing
step. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• we convert the complex text contour discovery problem into
a simple parameter learning problem through global geo-
metric modeling and propose a bidirectionally differentiable
mapping scheme between shape space and parameter space
for effective geometric parameter learning;
• we present a single-shot anchor-free frameworkwith central-
weighted training strategy for solving the arbitrary-shaped
scene texts detection problem;
• as a light-weighted one-stage regression-based detector, the
TextRay outperforms many segmentation-based or multi-
stage detectors and achieves competitive results.
2 RELATEDWORK
Over the past few years, the mainstream of scene text detection
approaches has altered from traditional methods to deep learning
methods. Many CNN-based methods are inspired by general ob-
ject detection and segmentation frameworks like Faster-rcnn [25],
SSD [14], Mask-rcnn [10] and FCN [19]. These methods can mainly
be divided into two groups according to their modeling perspec-
tives for text instances: bottom-up local modeling methods and
top-down global modeling methods.
Local modeling methods. Local modeling methods usually de-
compose scene text instances into pixels or fragments. For example,
segmentation-based methods [21, 38, 40] usually explore text re-
gion at pixel-level. Segmenting text instances without cluttering or
missing of parts is not easy because scene texts often appear in par-
allel and the texture of texts is highly homogeneous. To tackle this
problem, affinity information [1, 6, 17, 36] or multi-level segmenta-
tion [20, 30, 31] are utilized to guide text saliency map generation.
Another typical local modeling method is the combined method
that borrows techniques from both segmentation and regression
methodology. Most of these methods seek pixel-level information
discovery and supportive cues from object knowledge. [22] com-
bines region segmentationwith corner detection. [8, 29, 39] segment
text centerlines to coarsely locate text instances and regress bor-
der offsets and local boxes to determine accurate boundaries. Most
recently, [33] proposes to model the local texture information in
orthogonal directions on text proposals and generate the contours
by re-scoring two responses.
Globalmodelingmethods.Comparedwith localmodelingmeth-
ods, global modeling methods directly model scene text instances
that possess complex geometric layouts. These methods take the
regression-based methodology and treat texts as a special type of
object, and regress text representations within detection frame-
works. [32] proposes a two-stage detector which extracts text pro-
posals and then sequentially predicts variable-length coordinates
with LSTM. [15] introduces a concise parametric representation of
curved scene text using Bezier curves. [28] encodes global geomet-
ric information into affine transformations and extracts geometry-
aware features by manipulating the receptive fields. [12] intro-
duces rotation-invariant features by rotating convolutional filters
for quadrilateral vertex offset regression. [7] applies discrete geom-
etry normalization on feature maps to enhance the perception of
global geometric distribution.
Discussion. Most local modeling methods are rather flexible
and can deal with both quadrilateral and curve text detection. But
this convenience is at the cost of intensive computation and multi-
stage processing. Though regression-based methods achieve high
performances on quadrilateral text detection, many of them are
unscalable to curve text detection. So in this paper, we realize a
regression-based global modeling method, namely TextRay, for
arbitrary-shaped text detection. In fact, effective contour modeling
for irregular objects is also an important research point in general
object segmentation tasks [34, 35, 37]. Inspired by [35], we model
the text contours under polar system with a set of polar radiuses
and encode geometric information by fitting the distribution of
radiuses with Chebyshev polynomial approximation. Instead of
directly regressing the fitting coefficients in parameter space [35],
Figure 2: Illustration of the geometric modeling for arbitrary shapes. (a)-(c) shows the geometric encoding process and (d)
shows the decoding process. In (a), points (blue crosses) are sampled along text contours by intersecting with N rays emitted
from text centers (red dots); (b) visualizes the function curves (blue crosses) of radiuses r with respect to angles θ ; in (c) the
function curves are normalized (blue crosses) and fitted (red crosses) with K-degree Chebyshev polynomials; (d) displays the
ground-truth contours (blue polygon) and the reconstructed contours (red crosses) from the geometric encodings.
we design a visual content-aware measurement with bidirectionally
differentiable space mapping scheme to enable stable high-degree
coefficients learning. Similar to the detection framework [27], our
TextRay is a single-shot anchor-free framework which adopts the
FPN [13] and carry out multi-level detection. Different from [27]
which predicts object centerness for false positive suppression, we
adopt a central-weighted training strategy to reduce the negative
influence of long-shot samples during training stage.
3 PROPOSED METHOD
The major challenge facing arbitrary-shaped scene text detection is
the complex geometric distribution of text instances.In this work,
we propose a contour-based geometric modeling method that pa-
rameterizes arbitrary-shaped text contours into unified represen-
tations (i.e., geometric encodings), and effectively learn the rep-
resentations within a single-shot anchor-free framework, namely
TextRay.
3.1 Geometric Modeling for Arbitrary Shapes
Texts in natural scenes often appear in arbitrary shapes. Instead of
adopting the intuitive representation with independent vertices in
Cartesian coordinates, we explore a unified representation that can
reflect the intrinsic constrains of their geometric patterns. Inspired
by recent work [35], we seek to represent arbitrary shapes of texts
under polar system with unified geometric encodings.
Specifically, individual polar systems are constructed for different
text instances. The pole of the polar system is located at the text
center, which is defined as the midpoint of the text centerline.
Points are sampled by intersecting the contour with N rays evenly
emitted from the text center at angles θ = [θ1,θ2, . . . ,θN ] from
−π to π with same interval ∆θ = 2πN (N = 360 in this case), as
shown in Figure 2(a). The radiuses r = [r1, r2, . . . , rN ] are defined
as the distances between the sampled points and the text center.
Note that when there are multiple intersected points, we keep
the farthest one to ensure the integrity of the contour. The polar
coordinates of the sampled points {(θi , ri )}Ni=1 forms a function
of radiuses r with respect to angles θ , as shown in Figure 2(b).
When the angular distribution is fixed, the arbitrary shapes can be
represented by r . However, elements in r are independent and this
direct representation neglects the underlying geometric patterns.
To dig up into the geometric patterns and intrinsic correlations of
radiuses, we map the contour from shape space to parameter space
by using the Chebyshev approximation to fit the function curve.
The fitting function is defined as:
fK (θ ,c) =
K∑
k=0
ck ∗Tk (
θ
π
), (1)
whereTk are the Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind defined by
the recurrence relation T0(x) = 1,T1(x) = x ,Tk (x) = 2xTk−1(x) −
Tk−2(x), π is the normalization factor, and the K-degree fitting
coefficients c = [c0, c1, . . . , cK ] is defined as the shape vector of
the instance. Instead of fitting the original r of random scales, we
choose to fit the normalized radiuses rs (s = max(r ) is the scale
factor for normalization) for balanced coefficients of instances in
different scales. Thus c is solved by the least-squares method:
c = argmin
c ′
N∑
i=1
(
fK (θi ,c ′) − ri
s
)2
. (2)
The fitted function curve is shown in Figure 2(c). Note that this
fitting process is with error, which decreases with higher fitting
degree K .
In this work, we define the scale of an arbitrary-shaped text
as the longest sampled radius s . Together with the position (x ,y),
which are the Cartesian coordinates of the text center, we obtain the
unified geometric encoding дe = [c, s,x ,y] for the current instance.
Given a unique geometric encoding, we can map it from pa-
rameter space back to shape space by reconstructing the contour
{(x ′i ,y′i )}Ni=1 with simple calculations:
r ′i = s ∗ fK (θi ,c),
x ′i = x + r
′
i ∗ cos(θi ),
y′i = y + r
′
i ∗ sin(θi ).
(3)
The reconstruction of the contour is depicted in Figure 2(d). The
whole encoding and decoding process forms the global geometric
modeling for arbitrary-shaped text contours.
3.2 Content Loss for Shape Vector Regression
Shape vector c are parameters that encode the pattern of the ar-
bitrary shape. Among the geometric properties in the geometric
encodingдe = [c, s,x ,y], scale s and position (x ,y) are both directly
related to the visual content, while c is an abstracted algebraic ex-
pression of shape pattern. Directly regressing the shape vector in
parameter space will neglect the intra-parameter correlations and
fail to make full use of the abundant visual content. To effectively
regress the shape vector, we adopt a differentiable bidirectional
mapping scheme with respect to c between parameter space and
shape space, and incorporate the mapping into a content loss.
As illustrated in Figure 3, with the predicted shape vector c
and ground truth shape vector c∗, we reconstruct two normalized
contours whose i-th radius are ri = fK (θi ,c) and r∗i = fK (θi ,c∗),
respectively. Scale and position are not considered in this process,
so the maximum radiuses and text centers for the two contours are
both 1 and the pole, respectively. The contours are in the form of N
radiuses (N = 360 in this case). We measure the distance between
shape vectors in the parameter space by means of evaluating the
differences between two sets of radiuses in the shape space:
Lcontent (c,c∗) = 1
N
N∑
i
smoothL1
(
fK (θi ,c) − fK (θi ,c∗)
)
, (4)
where smooth-L1 function [9] is used for regression.
The differentiable content loss builds propagation paths between
each radius and each parameter in the shape vector c . And thus it is
able to effectivelymodel the correlations between the parameterized
shape patterns and visual content.
3.3 Framework of TextRay
As illustrated in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, our global geometric model-
ing method generates learnable geometric encodings for arbitrary-
shaped text instances. We embed this global geometric modeling
into our TextRay framework for parameter learning.
The TextRay is a one-stage fully-convolutional framework that
takes an image I as input and output simple polygon detections
D. This concise framework mainly contains three parts: 1) feature
Figure 3: Illustration of the content loss. The orange con-
tour and the green contour are reconstructed from c and
the ground-truth c∗ respectively. The distance between the
two shape vectors c and c∗ in the parameter space is defined
as the average difference between two sets of radiuses in
the shape space, that is average length of the black line seg-
ments. we only display 12 radiuses for clarity.
extraction; 2) global feature fusion; and 3) two-branch joint op-
timization on multi-level heads. The architecture of TextRay is
depicted in Figure 4.
We utilize ResNet50 [11] as our backbone network and adopt
FPN [13] to generate multi-level feature maps. P3, P4 and P5 are
derived from C3, C4 and C5 of ResNet50, while P6 is generated by
adding a stride two sub-sampling on top of P5.
To ensure sufficient receptive field for long instances, we adopt
the SCNN_DULR (simplified as DULR) module proposed in [23]
to generate global features. In the DULR module, spatial features
are propagated in four directions: bottom to top, left to right and
their reverse. Particularly, we replace standard convolution along
channel dimension by depth-wise convolution in DULR module to
reduce network parameters. Each used pyramid top is followed by
a DULR module and another 3 × 3 convolutional layer.
To tackle the various scales of text instances, we predict targets
of different scales at different feature levels similar to FCOS [27].
The distribution process is on the basis of relative sizes of each
text instances with respect to the longer side of the input image.
Different from FCOS [27], we adopt overlapping size ranges for
different level, which means an instance can be simultaneously
distributed to more than one level during training. The overlapping
ranges is designed to maintain a higher recall rate.
On top of the feature maps, TextRay incorporates a classification
branch and a regression branch. The classification branch predicts
the probability of the current location being text area. And the
regression branch regresses the geometric encodings (i.e., shape,
scale and position) of the associated text instance. The final output
D is generated by fast decoding according to Equation 3 and a
Soft-NMS [2] step.
3.4 Central-weighted Training
To effectively learn the unified geometric encodings and optimize
the anchor-free TextRay framework, we design a central-weighted
Figure 4: The architecture of TextRay. The TextRay consists of three parts: feature extraction with a backbone network shown
on the left; feature pyramid generation and global feature fusion in the middle; and two branchmulti-task learning shown on
the right where text/non-text classification and geometric encodings regression are jointly optimized on multi-level heads.
training strategy for scene texts which specializes in dealing with
the long structures of text instances.
At training, our anchor-free detector uses points within ground-
truth instances on the feature maps to conduct regression tasks.
Points near the ends of a long text instance could be far from the
text center, making it hard to accurately sense the comprehensive
geometric information. To guarantee the recall rate and suppress
false positives from those long-shot points, we adopt a central-
weighted training strategy.
Specifically, points on the feature maps are classified into three
categories: positive points that locate in a ground-truth polygon,
negative points that are outside of all ground-truth polygons and
ignored points that belong to hard instances. Given a ground-truth
text instance whose дe = [c, s,x ,y], the central weight of the i-th
inside positive point (xi ,yi ) is determined according to its distance
from the text center:
wi = 1 −
√
(xi − x)2 + (yi − y)2
s
. (5)
The central weights are applied twice during the training process.
Firstly, the positive point is given a probability pi of being sampled
into a mini-batch according to its central weights:
pi =
wi∑M
j=0w j
, (6)
where M is the number of all positive points in a training image.
Secondly, once a mini-batch is sampled, the training weights of
each point in it (the original weight is 1) will be re-distributed on
the basis of central weights and keep the sum of weights within a
mini-batch unchanged:
qi =
wiM
′∑M ′
j=0w j
, (7)
whereM ′ is the number of positive points within the current mini-
batch and qi is the training weight of the current point. qi is applied
on all positive points in all training tasks. Note that for negative
points, qi = 1 in the classification task.
Consequently, the nearer a positive point is to the text center,
the more frequently and significantly it would be involved in the
training tasks. Different from centerness proposed in FCOS, we
re-weight different points in the training stage and no affiliated
scores need to be predicted during testing.
Loss function. The TextRay adopts two-branch multi-task joint
optimization. For the text/non-text classification branch, the label
o∗ for positive/negative points are set to 1/0 respectively. For the
geometric encodings regression branch, only positive points are
involved. The overall loss function of the TextRay is as follows:
L =
1
Ncls
Ncls∑
i
qiLcls (oi ,oi ∗)+
1
Nr eд
Nr eд∑
j
qjLcontent (c j ,c j ∗) + 1
Nr eд
Nr eд∑
j
qjLr eд(tj , tj ∗).
(8)
where Lcls is the classification loss, Lcontent and Lr eд are losses
for geometric encodings. tj = [sj ,∆x j ,∆yj ] represents the scale
and center point offset targets of positive point j . c j is the predicted
shape vector of of the j-th positive point. oi is the predicted prob-
ability of the i-th point being text region. oi ∗, c j ∗ and tj ∗ are the
ground-truth values.
Similar to RPN [25], Lcls is a two-class softmax loss for classifi-
cation task. Lcontent is the content loss introduced in Section 3.2,
and Lr eд is the smooth-L1 loss. These three terms are normalized
by Ncls and Nr eд , where Nr eд is the number of positive points and
Ncls is the number of positive and negative points combined.
4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Datasets
We evaluate the TextRay on three standard arbitrary-shaped scene
text detection benchmarks: SCUT-CTW1500 [16], TotalText [4] and
ICDAR-ArT [5].
SCUT-CTW1500. SCUT-CTW1500 [16] is a challenging dataset
that contains multi-oriented, curved and irregular-shaped text.
It consists of 1000 training images and 500 test images. SCUT-
CTW1500 dataset provides text line-level annotations in the form
of 14 vertices.
Figure 5: Visualization of reconstructed contours (red) from
11, 22, 33 and 44-degree Chebyshev polynomials fitting and
ground-truth polygons (blue). As shown in the figures, the
reconstruction error decreases with higher fitting degree.
TotalText.TotalText [4] is another curved text benchmarkwhich
consist of 1255 training images and 300 test images. This dataset
includes horizontal, multi-oriented, and curved texts. Different from
SCUT-CTW1500, the texts in TotalText are labeled at word level
with adaptive number of vertices.
ICDAR-ArT. ICDAR-ArT [5] is a large-scalemulti-lingual arbitrary-
shaped text detection benchmark. It consists of 5603 training im-
ages and 4563 test images. Note that the whole datasets of SCUT-
CTW1500 and TotalText are included in the training set of ICDAR-
ArT with changes in RGB and annotation style. The text regions are
labeled with polygons annotated by adaptive number of vertices.
We adopt the same standard evaluation metric as the ICDAR
challenges for all experiments.
4.2 Implementation Details
Our TextRay is implemented on PyTorch [24] and MMDetection [3].
We use ResNet50 [11] pre-trained on ImageNet [26] as our back-
bone and adopt the FPN [13] neck for multi-level feature maps.
For the training on SCUT-CTW1500 and TotalText, we employ
{P3, P4, P5, P6} of the FPN whose resolutions scale from 8 × 8 to
64 × 64 down-sampling of the input image. And the according rel-
ative size ranges of multi-level prediction are [0, 0.3], [0.2, 0.55],
[0.45, 0.8] and [0.7,∞]. For the training on ICDAR-ArT, we add an
extra P7 whose resolution is 128 × 128 down-sampling of the input
image, for the scales of samples in ICDAR-ArT change more dras-
tically. And the multi-level ranges are set as [0, 0.25], [0.15, 0.45],
[0.35, 0.65], [0.55, 0.85] and [0.75,∞].
The TextRay is optimized end-to-end by using stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) with a momentum of 0.9 and weight decay of 0.0001.
We adopt the “cosine” policy to adjust the learning rate which starts
at 0.08. An online data augmentation strategy is adopted: first we
conduct random color jitter, then we randomly crop a square region
on each image, and resize the cropped image to 960 × 960. The
consequent rescale factors with respect to the origin resolution are
limited within ranges [0.5, 4], [0.5, 5] and [0.5, 6] for ICDAR-ArT,
SCUT-CTW1500 and TotalText, respectively. Regions cropped out
of the image boundary will be padded with zeros. We train the
Table 1: Results on SCUT-CTW1500.
Method Precision Recall F-measure
TextSnake [20] 67.90 85.30 75.60
LOMO [39] 89.20 69.60 78.40
CSE [18] 81.10 76.00 78.40
PSENet-4s [30] 82.09 77.84 79.90
Wang et al. [32] 80.10 80.20 80.10
SAST [29] 85.31 77.05 80.97
TextField [36] 83.00 79.80 81.40
TextRay 82.80 80.35 81.56
Table 2: Results on TotalText.
Method Precision Recall F-measure
TextSnake [20] 82.70 74.50 78.40
Wang et al. [32] 80.90 76.20 78.50
PSENet-4s [30] 85.54 75.23 79.61
SAST [29] 83.77 76.86 80.17
CSE [18] 81.40 79.10 80.20
TextDragon [8] 85.60 75.70 80.30
TextField [36] 81.20 79.90 80.60
TextRay 83.49 77.88 80.59
models for 300 epochs on ICDAR-ArT and 500 epochs on SCUT-
CTW1500 and TotalText with batch size 24 on 4 Titan X (Pascal).
During training, the negetive/positive ratio of sampling ranges
from 1 to 3. In the test stage, for each predicted geometric encoding
we reconstruct 360 points on the contour and uniformly sample 36
points according to the perimeter as the final polygon detection.
4.3 Evaluation on SCUT-CTW1500
We evaluate our TextRay on SCUT-CTW1500 which contains chal-
lenging rotated, curve and long line-level instances. The fitting
degree of Chebyshev polynomials is set to K = 44 in this case. For
the lack of arbitrary-shaped text dataset, we conduct pre-training
on a selected subset from ICDAR-ArT by excluding the test set
of SCUT-CTW1500. We pre-train on the selected dataset for 300
epochs and fine-tune on SCUT-CTW1500 for 500 epochs. The initial
learning rate of fine-tuning stage is set to 0.01. To deal with hard
negatives, we regard points on feature maps with central weights
smaller than 0.1 as negative samples, those from 0.1 to 0.4 as ig-
nored samples and those with central weights over 0.4 as positive
samples. During testing, we resize the test images to the maximum
size of 800 × 640, keeping the aspect ratios unchanged. We take
detections whose predicted scores are over 0.95 as final results.
Quantitative results are shown in Table 1. As a light-weighted
one-stage regression-based detector, the TextRay outperformsmany
segmentation-based and two-stage detectors according to the sta-
tistics and achieve competitive results on SCUT-CTW1500. The
qualitative results of SCUT-CTW1500 dataset is shown in the first
line of Figure 6. As we can see, the TextRay is able to accurately
detect rotated, curve, irregular and long text lines.
4.4 Evaluation on TotalText
We also evaluate our TextRay on TotalText which contains word-
level instances. The fitting degree of Chebyshev polynomials is
set to K = 33 in this case. Similar to SCUT-CTW1500, we exclude
the test set of TotalText from ICDAR-ArT to conduct pre-training.
The training settings are the same with SCUT-CTW1500. For the
Figure 6: Qualitative results on SCUT-CTW1500 (first line) and TotalText (second line). The 36-point detections are visualized
as green polygons.
Table 3: Results of different modeling methods and fitting degrees on ICDAR-ArT, SCUT-CTW1500 and TotalText.
ICDAR-ArT SCUT-CTW1500 TotalText
Method Precision Recall F-measure Precision Recall F-measure Precision Recall F-measure
TextRay_Cartesian 71.77 51.71 60.11 78.70 75.52 77.08 78.39 71.11 74.57
TextRay_360r 78.24 57.11 66.03 79.26 77.09 78.16 79.58 75.67 77.57
TextRay_cheby_11d 71.69 53.90 61.54 74.21 68.84 71.42 80.64 72.42 76.31
TextRay_cheby_22d 75.30 58.22 65.67 78.95 76.27 77.59 79.95 75.26 77.53
TextRay_cheby_33d 74.80 58.60 65.74 80.22 77.48 78.83 81.05 76.66 78.79
TextRay_cheby_44d 75.97 58.60 66.17 79.69 78.16 78.92 80.96 75.62 78.20
TextRay_cheby_55d 74.94 58.80 65.90 79.79 77.57 78.66 80.11 74.72 77.32
TextRay_cheby_66d 75.82 58.60 66.11 80.19 78.36 79.26 80.35 75.30 77.74
instances are at word level, to maintain a higher recall rate, we
regard points with central weights equal to 0 as negative samples,
those from 0 to 0.1 as ignored samples and those with central
weights over 0.1 as positive samples. In the test stage, we resize the
test images to the maximum size of 960 × 960 while preserving the
aspect ratios. Detections with classification scores over 0.995 are
taken as final results.
The quantitative results are shown in Table 2. According to the
statistics, the TextRay surpasses many state-of-the-art methods and
achieves competitive results on word-level TotalText dataset. The
second line in Figure 6 shows some qualitative results on TotalText.
As demonstrated, the TextRay successfully detects arbitrary-shaped
text instances at word-level.
4.5 Ablation Study
We conduct a series of ablation studies on ICDAR-ArT, SCUT-
CTW1500 and TotalText to demonstrate the effectiveness of our
global geometric modeling method and the TextRay framework.
All experiments in this section are conducted without pre-training.
When testing on ICDAR-ArT, the test images are re-scaled to [1280,
960] with aspect ratio unchanged, and the negative and positive
thresholds of central weights are set to 0.1 and 0.2. A predicted
polygon is taken as a detection if its classification score is over 0.99.
Influence of fitting degrees. The space mapping of contours
from shape space to parameter space through Chebyshev polyno-
mials curve fitting is a process with error. As shown in Figure 5, the
reconstruction error decreases with higher fitting degrees and thus
improve the performance of our TextRay. However, while the fitting
degree increases, the error decrease slows down and the learning
difficulty increases. To study the trade-off between reconstruction
error and training difficulty, we conduct a set of comparisons on
fitting degree. The third to the last lines in Table 3 shows that as
the fitting degree going up, the performance reaches a bottleneck.
More specifically, for long line-level instances (SCUT-CTW1500),
the optimal fitting degree is higher than word-level instances (To-
talText). The reason is that the larger the aspect ratio is, the larger
deviation the curve would preserve, and thus more parameters are
needed during curve fitting. As a trade-off, we choose 33-degree
Chebyshev polynomials for word-level TotalText and 44-degree for
line-level SCUT-CTW1500 in our experiments.
Comparison with other global modelings. To demonstrate
the effectiveness of our global geometric modeling method, we con-
duct two comparisons. The first one is the given global modeling
for arbitrary-shaped texts in the benchmarks, that are, polygons
denoted by adaptive number (ICDAR-ArT and TotalText) or fixed
number (SCUT-CTW1500) of points in Cartesian coordinates. To
Table 4: Evaluation of content loss and central-weighted
training strategy on SCUT-CTW1500.
ContentLoss CentralWeight Precision Recall F-measure
75.71 71.12 73.34
✓ 78.97 76.01 77.46
✓ 77.45 75.10 76.25
✓ ✓ 79.69 78.16 78.92
embed the non-unified representation into our framework, we ex-
tend all the ground-truths in ICDAR-ArT and TotalText datasets
into 12 points by interpolation. On SCUT-CTW1500 dataset we di-
rectly use its 14-point polygon annotations. The regression targets
are the offsets from the current location on the feature map to the
12 or 14 points under Cartesian system. This experiment is denoted
by TextRay_Cartesian. The second comparison is to directly use
the sampled 360 radiuses as the global representation of instances.
The regression targets for this experiment are 360 normalized ra-
diuses, normalization factor s , and center point offset (∆x ,∆y). We
name this experiment TextRay_360r. In these comparison experi-
ments, independent points or radiuses are directly regressed in the
TextRay framework with smooth-L1 loss under the same training
settings. Table 3 shows the experimental results of different model-
ing methods. As we can see, the intuitive global modeling method
TextRay_Cartesian does not perform well in arbitrary-shaped text
detection. And the TextRay_360r performs better against our geo-
metric modeling methods with low fitting degrees but is surpassed
by higher fitting degrees. The comprehensive comparisons demon-
strate the superiority of our modeling method. Figure 7 shows some
qualitative results of TextRay_cheby_44d on ICDAR-ArT dataset.
Effectiveness of content loss and central-weighted training.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed content loss and
central-weighted training strategy, we carry out comparison ex-
periments on SCUT-CTW1500 on the basis of TextRay_cheby_44d .
Except for the utilization of these two techniques, other experimen-
tal settings are all the same. According to the quantitative results
in Table 4, the content loss and central-weighted training strat-
egy independently improve the comprehensive performance (i.e.,
F-measure) by 4.12% and 2.91%, respectively. And when simulta-
neously employed (i.e., the proposed TextRay), the performance is
improved by a large margin of 5.58%.
4.6 Limitation
In this subsection we discuss the limitation of our global geometric
modeling method. Though our modeling method achieves good per-
formances on the benchmarks, there are still some intrinsic flaws
that cannot be perfectly solved. As illustrated in the left collum of
Figure 8, for severely non-convex contours, the reconstruction error
is already beyond acceptable in the geometric encoding procedure.
And thus it is impossible to successfully recover the contours under
acceptable error with these geometric encodings in the decoding
process. This is because during radiuses sampling, the rays emitted
from text center will frequently intersect the contour for more than
once. And each time we choose one of the intersections (i.e., the
farthest one in this work), we lose a part of the contour information.
The missing of information accumulates in severely non-convex
contours and makes successful reconstruction impossible. The right
column of Figure 8 shows these failed detections of our TextRay.
Figure 7: Qualitative results on ICDAR-ArT. The 36-point de-
tections are visualized as green polygons.
Figure 8: Demonstration of the limitation of our global
geometric modeling method. The left column shows the
ground-truth polygons (lime) and the reconstructed con-
tours (red) from the ground-truth geometric encodings. The
right column shows the detections (green).
Though severely non-convex instances are of a very small propor-
tion in current benchmarks, solving this limitation in our global
modeling method is an important research point of our future work.
5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an arbitrary-shaped scene text detection
method, namely TextRay, which conducts contour-based geometric
modeling and geometric parameter learning within a single-shot
anchor-free framework. We model arbitrary shapes under polar
system and represent contours with geometric encodings through
bidirectional space mapping between shape space and parameter
space. The geometric encodings are effectively learned with the
differentiable mapping scheme and central-weighted training strat-
egy. TextRay is able to accurately detect arbitrary-shaped texts and
output simple polygon detections at one pass. 1
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